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!SSERTIONS OF IDENTITIES 
THROUGH NEWS PRODUCTION
.EWSMAKING AMONG TEENAGE 
-USLIM GIRLS IN ,ONDON AND .EW 9ORK
(ABIBA .OOR
)NSTITUTE OF  %DUCATION
@ARSQ@BS   "RITISH -USLIM FRUSTRATION WITH THE MEDIA IS WELL RESEARCHED AND 
DOCUMENTED THEIR MAIN CONCERN IS HOW NEWS DISCOURSES ON )SLAM INFLUENCE 
OPINIONS OF MAJORITY AUDIENCES 4HIS ARTICLE ARGUES THAT PRODUCTIONBASED 
AUDIENCE RESEARCH METHODS GIVE INSIGHT INTO HOW MINORITY AUDIENCES SEE 
THEMSELVES IN RELATION TO THE MAJORITY AND HOW GROUPS NEGOTIATE A SENSE OF 
BELONGING THROUGH MEDIA DISCOURSES 4HE STUDY USED A TECHNIQUE WHEREBY 
-USLIM TEENAGERS IN ,ONDON AND .EW 9ORK WERE ASKED TO PRODUCE A TWO
MINUTE NEWS STORY ON THE @7AR ON 4ERROR THAT COMBINED IMAGES FROM A 
DIGITAL ARCHIVE WITH AN ACCOMPANYING VOICEOVER 4HE ARTICLE ANALYSES HOW 
THE PARTICIPANTS POSITION THEMSELVES AS REPRESENTATIVES OF A GLOBAL -USLIM 
COMMUNITYINSUFFERING TO IMAGINED MAINSTREAM AUDIENCES IN THE 
5+ AND 53
JDXVNQCR   AUDIENCE RESEARCH IMAGINED AUDIENCE -USLIM IDENTITY NEWS 
PARTICIPATORY METHODS WAR IN )RAQ 7AR ON 4ERROR YOUTH
)NTRODUCTION
4HIS ARTICLE REPORTS THE PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL AUDIENCE 
RESEARCH PROJECT UNDERTAKEN WITH YOUNG PEOPLE IN .EW 9ORK AND ,ONDON 
)TS AIM WAS TO EXPLORE THE WAYS  IN WHICH YOUNG -USLIMS DEFINE THEIR 
POLITICAL  IDENTITIES  THROUGH  THEIR ENGAGEMENT WITH  THE NEWS MEDIAS 
REPORTING OF THE @7AR ON 4ERROR AND THE  WAR IN )RAQ )T RAISED THE 
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS HOW DO THEY LOCATE THEMSELVES IN REGARD TO NATIONAL 
TRANSNATIONAL AND TRANSETHNIC -USLIM DISCOURSES AND IDENTITIES (OW 
DO THEY SEE THEMSELVES IN RELATION TO MAINSTREAM NATIONAL AUDIENCES AND 
NEGOTIATE QUESTIONS OF BELONGING
/THER ARTICLES IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE SHOW THAT NEWS OF THE WAR ON )RAQ AND 
THE LARGER @7AR ON 4ERROR HAVE BECOME SITES FOR MANY "RITISH -USLIMS 
YOUNG AND OLD TO ASSERT THEIR UNDERSTANDINGS OF CITIZENSHIP AND TO LOCATE 
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THEMSELVES WITHIN THE LARGER -USLIM UMMA -ANY "RITISH -USLIMS HAVE 
TURNED TO ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF NEWS BECAUSE THEY PERCEIVE MAINSTREAM 
REPORTING OF THE WAR AS UNTRUSTWORTHY AND )SLAMOPHOBIC .EVERTHELESS 
MOST OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE RESEARCH PRESENTED IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE OF 
%UROPEAN *OURNAL OF #ULTURAL 3TUDIES RELY ON MAINSTREAM "RITISH MEDIA AS 
THEIR MAIN SOURCE OF NEWS )T IS APPARENT THAT THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH NEWS 
DISCOURSES ARE COMPLEX AND OFTEN CONTRADICTORY 4HE RESEARCH PRESENTED 
HERE AIMED TO PROBE THIS COMPLEX RELATIONSHIP BY USING AN ALTERNATIVE RE
SEARCH METHODOLOGY )NSTEAD OF USING TRADITIONAL FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS 
IT ASKED THE PARTICIPANTS TO PRODUCE 46 NEWS STORIES USING SALIENT NEWS 
IMAGES FROM THE WAR IN )RAQ AND THE @7AR ON 4ERROR
&ROM *ULY   TO -ARCH   VIDEO PRODUCTION SESSIONS WERE 
CONDUCTED WITH YOUNG -USLIMS  IN ,ONDON AND  IN .EW 9ORK	 4HIS 
ARTICLE DESCRIBES ONLY TWO GROUPS BOTH OF YOUNG WOMEN IN THEIR LATE TEENS 
ONE GROUP FROM ,ONDON AND THE OTHER FROM .EW 9ORK 4HIS OF COURSE 
DOES NOT ENABLE A COMPREHENSIVE DISCUSSION OF YOUNG -USLIMS RESPONSES 
TO NEWS DISCOURSES ON  THE WAR 2ATHER  THIS MICROANALYSIS ALLOWS AN 
EXPLORATION OF WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PARTICIPANTS ARE  TURNED  INTO NEWS 
PRODUCERS "Y ASKING THEM TO PRODUCE A 46 NEWS CLIP ON THE WAR AS THEY 
IMAGINE IT WE MOVE BEYOND THE REGISTER OF AN INTERVIEW AND ELICIT THE 
MULTIPLE CONVERSATIONS THAT EMERGE FROM THE PRODUCTION PROCESS  THEIR 
DIALOGUES WITH THE RESEARCHER WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH THEIR @IMAGINED 
AUDIENCE
!IMS AND METHOD
-AKING NEWS
4HERE ARE MANY REASONS FOR SEEKING ADDITIONAL METHODS OF AUDIENCE RE
SEARCH THE DESIRE TO GENERATE RICHER TALK AN ALTERNATIVE FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
NOT COMFORTABLE IN TALKING SITUATIONS AND FINDING WAYS TO ENABLE AUDI
ENCE MEMBERS TO EXPRESS THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE CODES AND NORMS 
OF VISUAL DISCOURSES 'AUNTLETT  -ORRISON AND -AC'REGOR 	 
@.EWSMAKING AUDIENCE RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES ARE NOT ENTIRELY NEW 
'REG 0HILO OF THE 'LASGOW -EDIA 'ROUP USED VIDEO TO STIMULATE A @NEWS
WRITING ACTIVITY 0HILO  0HILO AND "ERRY 	 $AVID -ORRISON 
ALSO USED AN ALTERNATIVE VISUAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HIS RESEARCH ON 
TELEVISION VIOLENCE PARTICIPANTS WERE ASKED TO CONSTRUCT A THREEMINUTE NEWS 
PIECE USING A GIVEN SET OF IMAGES AND TO WRITE A VOICEOVER FOR THE SEQUENCE 
-ORRISON AND -AC'REGOR 	  0HILOS AND -ORRISONS RESEARCH METHODS 
EXPLORE AUDIENCES RELATIONSHIPS WITH NEWS STRUCTURES AND NEWS NARRATIVES 
4HIS STUDY HAS USED SIMILAR METHODS TO ELICIT RICH CONVERSATION FROM YOUNG 
PEOPLE )T IS AS MUCH INTERESTED IN THEIR CONVERSATIONS DURING PRODUCTION 
AS IT IS IN THEIR FINAL PRODUCTS
4HE AVAILABILITY AND USERFRIENDLINESS OF VIDEO PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES 
NOW MAKE VIDEOMAKING A PRACTICAL AUDIENCE RESEARCH METHOD 4OOLS SUCH 
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AS I-OVIE A HOME MOVIE EDITING TOOL MADE BY !PPLE COMPUTERS MAKE 
SIMPLE VIDEO PRODUCTION SO CONVENIENT THAT IT IS ENTIRELY REASONABLE TO INTRO
DUCE THE PROJECT AND HAVE PARTICIPANTS MAKE A VIDEO WITHIN A TWOHOUR 
TIME PERIOD 4HE VIDEO EDITING PROGRAM WAS PREPARED AHEAD OF TIME BY 
COLLECTING STILL AND MOVING NEWS IMAGES FROM A RANGE OF SOURCES INCLUDING 
""# #.. !L*AZEERA AND RECENT DOCUMENTARIES ON THE WAR 4HE FINAL 
PRODUCTIONS ARE ESSENTIALLY LINEAR COLLAGES OF THESE IMAGES
4HE PARTICIPANTS WERE TOLD THAT THE GOAL OF THE SESSION WAS TO PRODUCE A 
SHORT NEWS STORY FOR A CHILDRENS TELEVISION NEWS PROGRAMME SIMILAR TO THE 
""#S .EWSROUND "EFORE INTRODUCING THEM TO THE I-OVIE TOOL THEY WERE 
ASKED TO TALK ABOUT THEIR PATTERNS OF NEWS CONSUMPTION 4HE DISCUSSION 
THEN MOVED TO QUESTIONS ABOUT THE WAR IS THERE A WAR GOING ON 7HO IS 
FIGHTING 7HY ARE THEY FIGHTING $OES THE WAR HAVE A NAME $O THEY SEE THIS 
AS A WAR AGAINST -USLIMS "EFORE THEY BEGAN USING THE EDITING TOOL THE 
PARTICIPANTS WERE ASKED TO BRAINSTORM IMAGES THAT THEY WOULD INCLUDE FOR 
A TWOMINUTE CLIP EXPLAINING THIS WAR TO A YOUNGER AUDIENCE 4HE TASK WAS 
DELIBERATELY MADE RATHER VAGUE IN ORDER TO SEE HOW THEY FRAMED THE WAR 
IN )RAQ IN RELATION TO THE @7AR ON 4ERROR 4HE SESSION THEN TURNED TO THE 
EDITING TOOL AND EXPLORING THE IMAGE LIBRARY OR CLIP BIN 4HE ONLY TECH
NICAL KNOWLEDGE THAT THE PARTICIPANTS NEEDED TO LEARN WAS HOW TO SCROLL 
THROUGH THE IMAGES VIEW THEM AND CONSTRUCT A SEQUENCE IN THE I-OVIE 
TIMELINE 4HIS INSTRUCTION TOOK NO MORE THAN FIVE MINUTES 4HE GROUP THEN 
WORKED TOGETHER TO EXPLORE AND SELECT IMAGES FOR THEIR NEWS PIECE 7RIT
ING THE VOICEOVER SCRIPT WAS THE MOST TIMECONSUMING PART OF THE SESSION 
/NCE THIS WAS COMPLETED THEIR VOICEOVER WAS RECORDED AND THE FINAL PRO
JECT EXPORTED INTO 1UICKTIME MOVIES
4HE FINAL VIDEO PRODUCTIONS WERE OF COURSE OVERDETERMINED BY THE IMAGES 
PRESELECTED FOR THE CLIP BIN )N ESTABLISHING THE LIBRARY THIS STUDY AIMED TO 
INCORPORATE A RANGE OF PERSPECTIVES ON  THE WAR IN !FGHANISTAN AND THE 
WAR IN )RAQ )T BEGAN THE COLLECTION PROCESS BY INTERVIEWING TWO ADULTS OF 
VERY DIFFERENT POLITICAL PERSUASIONS ONE WAS HIGHLY CRITICAL OF THE RHETORIC 
OF THE @7AR ON 4ERROR THE OTHER SYMPATHETIC TO ITS EXPRESS GOALS %ACH 
WAS ASKED TO CONSTRUCT A VIDEO USING THE IMAGES PROVIDED AND TO SUGGEST 
IMAGES THAT SHOULD BE ADDED TO THE CLIP BIN 4HE COLLECTION EXPANDED AS 
DIFFERENT FOCUS GROUPS SUGGESTED NEW IMAGES -OST OF THE CLIPS CAME FROM 
DOCUMENTARIES ON THE WAR n #.. 4RIBUTE !MERICA 2EMEMBERS 	 
.ATIONAL 'EOGRAPHIC  $AYS TO "AGHDAD 	 3TOP THE 7AR ! &ILM BY 
-EDIA 7ORKERS !GAINST THE 7AR 	 AN ANTIWAR VIDEO PRODUCED BY 
THE 5+ 3TOP THE 7AR #OALITION -ICHAEL -OORES &AHRENHEIT  	 n 
AND RECORDINGS OF ""# NEWS 4HE RELEVANT SEGMENTS WERE IDENTIFIED BROKEN 
UP INTO THREE TO SECOND SEGMENTS AND SAVED IN THE CLIP BIN
&OR THE BROADER RESEARCH PROJECT SECONDGENERATION "RITISH AND !MERICAN 
-USLIMS BOTH MALE AND FEMALE AGED n WERE RECRUITED -UCH RESEARCH ON 
"RITISH -USLIMS HAS FOCUSED ON "RITISH!SIAN 3UNNI -USLIMS !BBAS  

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*ACOBSON  +UCUKCAN  ,EWIS  0OOLE 	 7ORKING WITH 
A MORE DIVERSE POPULATION THIS STUDY EXPLORES HOW NEWS LANGUAGE SERVES 
AS A RESOURCE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSNATIONAL AND TRANSETHNIC -USLIM 
IDENTIFICATIONS 'IVEN THE MULTITUDE OF )SLAMIC DISCOURSES FROM DIFFERENT 
COUNTRIES AND A RANGE OF SECTARIAN BELIEFS HOW DO "RITISH AND !MERICAN 
NEWS REPORTS ON )SLAMISM AND  @TERRORISM  INFORM THESE YOUNG PEOPLES 
UNDERSTANDING OF )SLAM AND POLITICS $O THESE YOUNG PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT 
ETHNICITIES FEEL GREATER EMPATHY WITH )RAQIS AND !FGHANIS BECAUSE THEY 
ARE -USLIM (OW DO THESE DIVERSE GROUPS SEE THEMSELVES AS A PART OF A 
GLOBAL TRANSNATIONAL UMMA
4HE "RITISH GROUP DISCUSSED IN THIS ARTICLE CONSISTED OF THREE PARTICI
PANTS AGED  AND  FROM A WORKINGCLASS BOROUGH OF NORTH ,ONDON 4HE 
!MERICAN GROUP CONSISTED OF TWO SISTERS  AND  FROM A MIDDLECLASS 
SUBURB OF .EW 9ORK #ITY !LL THE GIRLS WERE SIMILARLY ARTICULATE ACADEMICALLY 
ORIENTED AND CONSIDERED THEMSELVES TO BE POLITICALLY ENGAGED 4HEIR DIFFER
ENT RELATIONSHIPS WITH -USLIM POLITICAL AND NEWS DISCOURSES EXEMPLIFY 
SOME OF THE DIFFERENCES OBSERVED BETWEEN YOUNG -USLIMS IN THE 5+ AND 
53 4HEY ALSO SERVE AS A COMPARISON BETWEEN YOUNG -USLIMS LIVING AMONG 
ETHNIC MAJORITIES AND IN A MINORITY AREA 4HE !MERICAN GIRLS LIVED IN A PRE 
DOMINANTLY WHITE MIDDLECLASS COMMUNITY AND WERE AMONG A VERY SMALL 
MINORITY OF -USLIMS IN THEIR TOWN WHILE THE "RITISH GIRLS LIVE IN A WORKING
CLASS NEIGHBOURHOOD WITH A SIZEABLE -USLIM POPULATION
0ARTICIPANTS IN ,ONDON 3ARA *ASMINE AND (ANAN
4HE ,ONDON GROUP WERE IDENTIFIED AFTER THEIR SOCIOLOGY TEACHER WAS CON
TACTED THE RESEARCHER MET WITH THEM THREE TIMES OVER THE COURSE OF TWO 
WEEKS 4HEY ATTEND AN ALLGIRLS SECONDARY SCHOOL IN NORTH ,ONDON WITH AN 
ETHNICALLY DIVERSE POPULATION MOST OF THE STUDENTS ARE !FRICAN #ARIBBEAN 
!FRICAN 4URKISH 3OMALI AND 3OUTH !SIAN -OST ARE "RITISH NATIONALS 4HE 
TEACHER SELECTED THE THREE -USLIM PARTICIPANTS *ASMINE 4URKISH 	 
(ANAN 'UJURATI )NDIAN 	 AND 3ARA 9EMENI 	 !LL THREE STRONGLY 
IDENTIFY AS -USLIM ALTHOUGH THEIR DEGREE OF RELIGIOSITY AND EXPRESSIONS 
OF FAITH DIFFER 3ARA DESCRIBES HERSELF AS THE MOST RELIGIOUS IN HER HOUSE 
HOLD SHE WEARS A HEADSCARF AND A JILBAB A FULLLENGTH GOWN	 (ANAN WEARS 
A HEADSCARF ALTHOUGH NOT THE JILBAB SHE WAS LESS VOCAL IN DISCUSSING HER 
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE *ASMINE COMES FROM A SECULAR FAMILY HER DISCUSSION OF 
RELIGION WAS INTERWOVEN WITH HER DISCUSSION OF 4URKISH TRADITION AND CUL
TURE WHICH IS NOT UNCOMMON AMONG 4URKISH -USLIM YOUTH +UCUKCAN 
	 3HE DID NOT WEAR A HEADSCARF HOWEVER SHE EXPRESSED INTEREST IN 
LEARNING TO READ THE +ORAN 4HEY ARE ALL ACTIVE CONSUMERS OF NEWS AND IN 
THE FOCUS GROUP THEY ALL VOICED FRUSTRATION OVER THE INSENSITIVE PORTRAYAL OF 
-USLIMS IN THE MEDIA 4HE GIRLS WERE PARTICULARLY REFLECTIVE ON THE ISSUES 
OF MEDIA BIAS AND REPRESENTATION THIS COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO THEIR COURSE
WORK IN MEDIA STUDIES AND SOCIOLOGY
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0ARTICIPANTS IN SUBURBAN .EW 9ORK +IT AND +AT
4HE PARTICIPANTS WERE IDENTIFIED THROUGH AN )SLAMIC CENTRE IN SUBURBAN 
.EW 9ORK AND THE RESEARCHER MET WITH THEM THREE TIMES BETWEEN !UGUST 
AND $ECEMBER  +IT 	 AND +AT 	 WERE BORN IN THE .EW 9ORK AREA 
TO PARENTS OF )NDIAN ORIGIN AND LIVE IN A COMMUNITY WHERE THERE ARE VERY 
FEW -USLIMS AND 3OUTH !SIANS ,IKE THE "RITISH GIRLS THEY HAVE STRONG 
POLITICAL VIEWS AND ARE CRITICAL OF REPRESENTATIONS OF -USLIMS IN THE MEDIA 
4HEY DID NOT STUDY MEDIA  IN SCHOOL FEW !MERICAN HIGH SCHOOLS OFFER 
MEDIA AS AN ACADEMIC SUBJECT	 4HE SCHOOLS THEY ATTENDED WERE TYPICAL 
!MERICAN SCHOOLS AND FAR LESS ETHNICALLY DIVERSE THAN THE SCHOOL IN ,ONDON 
+IT AND +AT ARE SISTERS IN A FAMILY OF THREE GIRLS +IT HAS JUST COMPLETED 
HER FIRST YEAR OF UNIVERSITY IN 7ASHINGTON $# +AT IS IN HER FINAL YEAR OF 
HIGH SCHOOL +ITS MOVE OUT OF A PREDOMINANTLY WHITE SUBURB INTO A MULTI
CULTURAL UNIVERSITY HAS HELPED HER  TO BECOME MORE AWARE OF  IDENTITY 
POLITICS 4HE TWO GIRLS  IDENTIFY AS -USLIM )NDIAN AND !MERICAN  THEY 
COME FROM A RELIGIOUS FAMILY BUT IN MANY WAYS THEY HAVE CONFORMED TO 
THE SOCIAL NORMS OF !MERICAN ETHNIC MAJORITY TEENAGERS .EITHER WEARS 
A HEADSCARF BUT THEY CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE PRACTISING -USLIMS "OTH 
HAVE MADE SEVERAL TRANSATLANTIC TRIPS TO ,ONDON THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES 
THEIR MOTHER IS A "RITISH CITIZEN AND WAS RAISED IN ,UTON +IT +AT AND THEIR 
MOTHER WERE VISITING RELATIVES IN ,UTON AT THE TIME OF THE ,ONDON BOMBINGS 
OF  *ULY 
4RANSATLANTIC NEWS CONSUMPTION
+AT CONTRASTED THE NEWS CONSUMPTION AND GENERAL LEVEL OF POLITICAL KNOW
LEDGE OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN "RITAIN COMPARED TO THE YOUNG PEOPLE THEY KNEW 
AND GREW UP WITH IN THEIR HOMETOWN 3HE OBSERVED THAT DISCUSSION OF 
POLITICS AND CONSUMPTION OF 46 NEWS IN ,ONDON SEEMED TO BE GREATER THAN 
THAT IN !MERICA AND THAT "RITISH TEENAGERS GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OF POLITICS 
AND CURRENT EVENTS WAS FAR GREATER THAN EVEN THAT OF AN @HONOURS STUDENT 
IN HER SCHOOL
+AT ) JUST NOTICE THAT WHEN WE WERE IN ,ONDON HOW MUCH MORE EVERYONE 
WATCHES THE NEWS AND LISTENS TO THE RADIO AND READS THE PAPER (ERE ITS NOT 
LIKE THAT %VERYONE IS WATCHING CARTOONS EATING &RENCH FRIES
)NTERVIEWER $O YOU MEAN KIDS YOUR AGE
+AT ) THINK EVERYONE )T WAS REALLY ANNOYING AT TIMES BECAUSE THE 46 WAS 
ALWAYS ON NO MATTER WHERE WE WERE
)N THE LARGER RESEARCH PROJECT THIS DIFFERENCE WAS NOTICED ALSO BETWEEN 
,ONDON AND .EW 9ORK )N GENERAL THE "RITISH PARTICIPANTS WERE ABLE TO RECALL 
NAMES EVENTS AND PLACES FROM THE RECENT WARS BETTER THAN THE !MERICAN 
PARTICIPANTS 4HE SAME OBSERVATION WAS MADE BY "UCKINGHAM 	 IN 
HIS TRANSATLANTIC STUDY OF NEWS READINGS AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE (OWEVER 
EVEN THOUGH KNOWLEDGE OF FACTS AND EVENTS WAS OFTEN MISSING FROM THE 
!MERICAN PARTICIPANTS DISCUSSION OF NEWS THEY WERE AWARE OF THE BROADER 
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THEMES OF NEWS NARRATIVES AND WERE CONFIDENT IN EXPRESSING THEIR ANTIWAR 
AND ANTI"USH OPINIONS 4HIS DIFFERENCE IS APPARENT WHEN COMPARING THE 
TWO VIDEO SCRIPTS BY THE GIRLS FROM .EW 9ORK AND ,ONDON
+IT AND +AT WERE LESS FAMILIAR WITH TRANSNATIONAL MEDIA NETWORKS AND 
ALTERNATIVE NEWS SOURCES THAN THE "RITISH GIRLS &OR +IT AND +AT THE ""# WAS 
THE SOLE ALTERNATIVE TO MAINSTREAM !MERICAN NEWS PROGRAMMES *ASMINE 
3ARA AND (ANAN ALL REPORTED THAT THEY WATCHED TRANSNATIONAL CHANNELS 
*ASMINE WATCHED 4URKISH TELEVISION REGULARLY WHILE 3ARA AND (ANAN 
WATCHED !L*AZEERA (OWEVER DESPITE HAVING ACCESS TO ALTERNATIVE MEDIA 
THEY MOSTLY REFERRED TO MAINSTREAM "RITISH TELEVISION CHANNELS SUCH AS 
THE ""# 3KY .EWS AND #HANNEL  PARTICULARLY MENTIONING DOCUMEN
TARIES AND FILMS THAT THEY HAD SEEN ON TELEVISION AND IN SCHOOL INCLUDING 
+ENAN -ALIKS !RE -USLIMS (ATED #HANNEL  	 AND +ENNY 'LEENANS 
FILM 9ASMIN #HANNEL  *ANUARY 	 4HEY WERE VERY MUCH AWARE OF A 
PUBLIC DISCOURSE ON "RITISH -USLIM IDENTITY
.EWS CLIPS
4HE SCRIPTS PRODUCED ARE GIVEN BELOW 4HE NARRATION READS LIKE A SERIES OF 
STATEMENTS 4HIS SOMEWHAT CHOPPY DISJOINTED STYLE GOES UNNOTICED WHEN 
HEARING THE WORDS READ OVER  THE  IMAGES WHICH SMOOTH OVER  THE GAPS 
IN THE WRITING 4HIS DISCREPANCY IS APPARENT IN MOST OF THE VIDEOS PRO
DUCED FOR THE WIDER RESEARCH PROJECT 7RITING THE NARRATION WAS THE MOST 
CHALLENGING TASK FOR THE PARTICIPANTS A PURELY VISUAL NARRATIVE IS MORE 
OPEN ALLOWING FOR MULTIPLE READINGS WHILE WORDS WILL GUIDE THE READING 
OF THE IMAGES
-ARGINALIZATION AND -USLIM EMPATHY
+IT AND +ATS VIDEO WAS INFORMED BY THEIR SENSE OF DIFFERENCE IN RELATION 
TO MAINSTREAM SOCIETY 4HEIR CONSTRUCTION OF AN UNSYMPATHETIC IGNORANT 
@IMAGINED AUDIENCE  IS  CLEAR  IN  THE  FIRST  LINES OF  THEIR VOICEOVER !S 
-USLIMS THEY FELT IT NECESSARY TO @TEACH THEIR AUDIENCE THAT IT IS JUST AS 
BAD TO BOMB A MOSQUE AS IT IS TO BOMB A CHURCH n THAT IS IT IS JUST AS BAD TO 
KILL -USLIMS AS IT IS TO KILL #HRISTIANS 4HROUGH THIS SEQUENCE THEY ARE 
POSITIONING THEMSELVES AS MORE EMPATHETIC TO THE PREDOMINANTLY -USLIM 
CASUALTIES OF THE WAR 4HE REALITIES OF  HAD RESULTED IN A FEELING OF 
DIFFERENCE THAT THEY HAD NEVER PREVIOUSLY KNOWN 
3EPTEMBER TH x MADE US REALIZE  THAT WERE NOT AS  SIMILAR  TO ALL OF OUR 
FRIENDS AS WE THOUGHT WE WERE
,IKE THE GIRLS IN ,ONDON +IT AND +AT HAD FOLLOWED THE EVENTS ON 46 NEWS 
BUT UNLIKE THEM THEY HAD CLASSMATES WHOSE FAMILIES DIRECTLY SUFFERED 
LOSSES FROM THE ATTACKS !LONG WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUES THAT  
RAISED +IT AND +AT FACED THE INSECURITIES OF RACISM AND )SLAMOPHOBIA 4HIS 
ADDED INSECURITY HAD NOT BEEN IMMEDIATELY APPARENT TO +AT WHO WAS  
AT THE TIME SHE DID NOT REALIZE THAT PHONE THREATS MADE TO THEIR MOTHER 
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6OICEOVER 6IDEO
4HE EVENT OF  WAS THE 
BEGINNING OF THE WAR AGAINST 
TERRORISM
-OVING IMAGE	 4HE ATTACK ON THE TWIN 
TOWERS ON 3EPTEMBER 
WHICH "USH ASSUMED WAS 
BROUGHT ABOUT
3TILL IMAGE	 'EORGE 7 "USH
BY /SAMA "IN ,ADEN 3TILL IMAGE	 /SAMA BIN ,ADEN 
AS PROVED BY HIS VIDEO FOOTAGE -OVING IMAGE	 /SAMA BIN ,ADEN FROM ONE 
OF HIS VIDEOTAPED MESSAGES
!FTER THE WAR ON !FGHANISTAN 
COOLED OFF "USH
-OVING IMAGE	 'EORGE 7 "USH ADDRESSING 
THE 5NITED .ATIONS
SOMEHOW RECEIVED INFORMATION 
ON 3ADDAM HAVING WEAPONS OF 
MASS DESTRUCTION IN )RAQ
-OVING IMAGE	 3ADDAM (USSEIN BEFORE THE 
INVASION FOLLOWED BY A MAP OF )RAQ
!S THE 5. WERE OPPOSED TO THE 
WAR ON )RAQ "USH INSISTED ON 
GOING AHEAD WITH IT
-OVING IMAGE	 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL
!FTER THE !MERICANS AND THE 
"RITISH INVADED )RAQ
-OVING IMAGE	 4ONY "LAIR 
BY BOMBING SEVERAL AREAS OF )RAQ 
AND SEARCHING AREAS
3TILL IMAGE	 -AP OF )RAQ WITH AN ARROW 
POINTING TO &ALLUJAH 
%VEN THOUGH NO WEAPONS WERE 
FOUND IN MOST OF THE AREAS RAIDED 
IN &ALLUJAH
-OVING IMAGE	 !N EXPLOSION AT NIGHT
THE !MERICANS WERE STILL RELUCTANT 
TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY
-OVING IMAGE	 !MERICAN SOLDIERS KICKING A 
DOOR 
4HEY RAIDED HOUSES OF POLITICIANS 
AND CAPTURED INNOCENT CIVILIANS 
AND FAMILY MEMBERS
-OVING IMAGE	 !MERICAN SOLDIERS @SEARCHING 
A HOUSE
4HE CAPTURING OF 3ADDAM (USSEIN 
BROUGHT JOY TO MANY )RAQIS 
ESPECIALLY THE 3HIAS
3TILL IMAGE	 #LOSEUP OF 3ADDAM (USSEIN 
AFTER HE WAS CAPTURED 
)N CELEBRATION THEY TORE DOWN 
THE STATUE OF 3ADDAM (USSEIN 
7HILE THERE WAS CELEBRATION ON 
ONE SIDE
-OVING IMAGE	 4HE TEARING DOWN OF 
3ADDAM (USSEINS STATUE
THE OTHER SIDE WAS PREPARING FOR 
WAR TO DEFEND THEIR COUNTRY BY 
ANY MEANS POSSIBLE
-OVING IMAGE	 -ASKED MEN CARRYING ROCKET 
LAUNCHERS
4HE SUFFERING HASNT STOPPED -OVING IMAGE	 ! BOY RUNNING AWAY FROM 
GUNSHOTS

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6OICEOVER 6IDEO
)N THE PROCESS OF PROTECTING THEIR 
HOMELAND
-OVING IMAGE	 ! GIRL CRYING AND COVERING 
HER MOUTH
MANY HAVE DIED -OVING IMAGE	 -EN CARRYING A COFFIN WITH 
!RABIC WRITING ON IT
-ANY HAVE BEEN CAPTURED AND 
TORTURED
3TILL PHOTOMONTAGE	 )MAGES OF TORTURE AT 
!BU 'HRAIB
3OME LUCKY ONES REUNITE WITH 
THEIR FAMILIES
3TILL IMAGE	 /LDER )RAQI MAN HUGGING A 
YOUNG BOY PRESUMABLY HIS SON	
7HILE OTHERS MOURN FOR THEIR LOST 
LOVED ONES
-OVING IMAGE	 ! WOMAN IN A BLACK 
HEADSCARF PRESUMABLY )RAQI	 CRYING AND 
THROWING HER HANDS IN THE AIR 
"USH AND "LAIR CELEBRATE THEIR 
VICTORY AND BEGIN THEIR BUSINESS 
PLANS
-OVING IMAGE	 'EORGE "USH AND 4ONY "LAIR 
WALKING TOGETHER DRESSED IN CASUAL CLOTHES 
AND SMILING
"ACK IN )RAQ HOPELESSLY SOME ARE 
LIVING BY THE +ORAN AND DIE BY 
THE SWORD
3TILL IMAGE	 ! MAN WITH HIS FACE COVERED BY 
A KAFFIYA 0ALESTINIAN CHECKED SCARF	 HOLDING 
A +ORAN IN ONE HAND A KNIFE IN THE OTHER
AND SOME ARE SIMPLY PUTTING 
THEIR FAITH TO 'OD AND PRAY IN 
CONGREGATION FOR WORLD PEACE
3TILL IMAGE	 -USLIM MEN STANDING IN LINE FOR 
CONGREGATIONAL PRAYER 
4ABLE  CONTINUED	
4ABLE   .EW 9ORK GROUP
6OICEOVER 6IDEO
7HAT IS THE @7AR ON 4ERROR 
9OUVE SEEN THINGS ON 46 AND 
HEARD THINGS FROM YOUR PARENTS 
.OW LETS TAKE A CLOSER LOOK 
!NIMATED GRAPHIC	 @7AR ON 4ERROR
4HE SAME WAY YOU PRAY IN A 
CHURCH 
3TILL PHOTOMONTAGE	 )MAGES OF STAINED GLASS 
WINDOWS FROM A CHURCH
-USLIMS PRAY IN MOSQUES  -OVING IMAGE	 -USLIM MEN IN 
CONGREGATIONAL PRAYER BENDING DOWN 
(OW SAFE WOULD YOU FEEL IF A 
BOMB WENT OFF IN YOUR CHURCH 
-OVING IMAGE	 %XPLOSION IN A MOSQUE 
4HE -IDDLE %AST IS 3TILL IMAGE	 -AP OF THE -IDDLE %AST
ONLY A PLANE RIDE AWAY  -OVING IMAGE	 ! PLANE TAKING OFF
!S WE SEND AWAY OUR SOLDIERS WE 
SHOULD SUPPORT THEM 
3TILL IMAGE	 #HILDREN HOLDING !MERICAN FLAGS 
"UT ITS IMPORTANT TO KNOW 3TILL IMAGE	 7OMAN IN -USLIM HEADSCARF AT 
AN ANTIWAR PROTEST
CONTINUED	
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MIGHT HAVE BEEN A RESULT OF ANTI-USLIM SENTIMENT )T WAS THROUGH HER 
OLDER MORE POLITICIZED SISTER THAT SHE LEARNED OF THEIR VULNERABILITIES AS 
-USLIMS +AT WHO WAS QUITE POPULAR IN SCHOOL SAID THAT THE ANTI-USLIM 
AND ANTI!RAB STATEMENTS MADE AT SCHOOL WERE MORE SUBTLE 3HE REPORTED 
HEARING COMMENTS SUCH AS @,ETS BOMB THE -USLIMS 3HE SAID 
!NYTIME ) SAID ANYTHING ABOUT IT THEY WERE LIKE @/H SORRY WE DIDNT KNOW 
YOU WERE -USLIM x )  JUST FEEL  LIKE PEOPLE HELD THEIR TONGUE AROUND ME 
BECAUSE THEY KNEW THEY WERE GOING TO HEAR SOMETHING ;FROM ME=
4HESE NEW INSECURITIES ACTIVATED A RACIALIZED NARRATIVE OF @US AGAINST 
THEM +IT AND +AT MADE MANY REFERENCES TO THE @IGNORANCE OF THE PEOPLE 
AROUND THEM 
) THINK THE BIGGEST DISCONNECT IS BETWEEN WHITES AND NONWHITES 4HAT GOES 
ABOVE ANYTHING ELSE .O ONE  IS GOING  TO  FORGET WHAT  SKIN COLOUR YOU ARE 
%SPECIALLY WITH LIKE THE )NDIAN MENTALITY OF @THE WHITER IS BETTER AND LIKE WHO 
ARE THE LIGHTEST PEOPLE 4HE WHITE PEOPLE 7HO IS THE MOST POWERFUL COUNTRY 
!MERICA 7HO DO YOU THINK OF AS AN !MERICAN ! WHITE PERSON +AT	
4HE TERM )SLAMOPHOBIA HAS NOT YET ENTERED THE VOCABULARY OF ANTI 
RACIST DISCOURSE IN !MERICA AS IT HAS IN THE 5+ -ANY PARTICIPANTS RECOUNTED 
INSTANCES OF ANTI-USLIM BIAS BUT  IT WAS GENERALLY READ AS  @RACIST NOT 
@)SLAMOPHOBIC )N THE DISCUSSIONS +IT AND +AT DID NOT ACCUSE THE MEDIA OF 
BEING UNFAIR )NSTEAD THEY ATTRIBUTED THEIR FELT INSECURITIES TO THE IGNORANCE 
6OICEOVER 6IDEO 
EVERYONE DOESNT AGREE WITH THIS 
WAR 
-OVING IMAGE	 -EN PRESUMABLY )RAQI	 
STANDING WITH A SIGN SAYING @7E WANT TO 
LEAD OURSELVES
0EOPLE ARE FIGHTING FOR ACCESS TO 
OIL THE SPREAD OF DEMOCRACY 
-OVING IMAGE	 !N !MERICAN SOLDIER RIDING 
IN A TANK
AND THE DIFFERENCE OF RELIGION -OVING IMAGE	 "OMB EXPLOSIONS AT NIGHT
3OMETIMES THOSE BELIEFS MAKE 
PEOPLE ACT VERY BADLY 
3TILL PHOTOMONTAGE	 )MAGES OF TORTURE AT 
!BU 'HRAIB
"UT WE NEED TO REMEMBER THERE 
ARE MANY INNOCENT VICTIMS 
-OVING IMAGES	 ! BOY RUNNING AWAY FROM 
GUNSHOTS 2ED #RESCENT WORKERS CARRYING A 
STRETCHER
%VERYONE IS DEALING WITH THE LOSS 
OF LOVED ONES FROM WAR 
-OVING IMAGES	 !MERICAN SOLDIERS SITTING 
WITH THEIR HEADS DOWN SOLDIERS COVERING 
ANOTHER SOLDIERS BODY ON THE SIDE OF A ROAD
/UR PRESIDENT SAYS THE WAR IS 
OVER AND THAT THE MISSION IS 
ACCOMPLISHED 
3TILL IMAGE	 'EORGE "USH UNDER A SIGN THAT 
READS @-ISSION !CCOMPLISHED
(OW DO YOU FEEL  -OVING IMAGE	 !N OVERHEAD VIEW OF AN 
!MERICAN CEMETERY 
4ABLE  CONTINUED	
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OF !MERICAN AUDIENCES WHO DUE TO  LACK OF EDUCATION WERE UNABLE  TO 
EMPATHIZE WITH -USLIMS n ESPECIALLY AFTER THE  ATTACKS
5NLIKE +IT AND +AT THE "RITISH PARTICIPANTS DID NOT REFER TO RACISM IN 
THEIR NEIGHBOURHOOD AND SCHOOL "UT BY SELECTING A SERIES OF  IMAGES OF 
TORTURE CRYING AND FUNERALS THEY TOO PRESENTED THEMSELVES AS MORE EM
PATHETIC TO )RAQI SUFFERING THAN THEIR IMAGINED AUDIENCE 3ARA WHO WAS THE 
MOST VOCAL IN HER OPINIONS EXPLAINED THAT "USHS SUPPORTERS ARE MISGUIDED 
BECAUSE THEY @DO NOT SEE WHAT WE SEE "UT WHAT DOES 3ARA SEE THAT THEY 
DO NOT SEE .ONE OF THE PARTICIPANTS REPORTED SEEING THE @REAL CASUALTIES OF 
WAR YET THEY APPEARED TO HAVE GREAT EMPATHY WITH ITS VICTIMS 3ARA WAS 
PARTICULARLY CRITICAL OF A BIASED MEDIA THAT OMITS THE @TRUTH OF THE SUFFERING 
)RAQIS 4O SEE THE SUFFERING OF WAR ONE NEEDS FIRST TO SEE THE IMAGE AND 
SECOND TO READ IT AS SUFFERING &OR 3ARA THE PROBLEM WAS THE OMISSION OF 
)RAQI VICTIMS FROM MAINSTREAM NEWS COVERAGE 3HE SUGGESTED ALTHOUGH 
LESS  STRONGLY THAN +IT AND +AT  THAT PRO"USH AUDIENCES ARE UNABLE  TO 
EMPATHIZE WITH )RAQI WAR VICTIMS 7HEN SHE WAS ASKED WHAT IMAGES SHE 
WOULD USE TO REPRESENT THE WAR SHE SAID
.OT NECESSARILY THE SOLDIERS BEING KILLED OR SOMETHING x OTHER PEOPLE ARE 
BEING VICTIMIZED IN THIS WAR AS WELL AS THEM 4HEY DONT SHOW THAT TO US
2EFLECTIONS ON IDENTITY POLITICS
+IT AND +AT EXPRESSED FRUSTRATION WITH "RITISH -USLIMS CLAIMS AS VICTIMS OF 
DISCRIMINATION THE POPULATION OF -USLIMS IS SO LARGE IN ,ONDON THAT THEY 
HAVE @NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT 7HEN THEY HEARD THAT THE ,ONDON BOMBERS OF 
 *ULY  WERE ALLEGEDLY !SIAN AND -USLIM THEY WERE QUITE SHOCKED 
) THINK ITS EVEN MORE SURPRISING THOUGH BECAUSE ITS SO MUCH EASIER ) FEEL 
LIKE FOR DESI ;3OUTH !SIAN= -USLIMS IN %NGLAND TO JUST BE THEMSELVES THAN 
IT IS FOR !MERICAN ;-USLIMS= ,IKE ) CAN UNDERSTAND LIKE AN !MERICANBORN 
DESI -USLIM FEELING REALLY OUT OF PLACE AND DOING SOMETHING EXTREME "UT 
) CANT UNDERSTAND IT IN %NGLAND WHEN THEY ARE SURROUNDED BY THEIR CULTURE 
AND ACCEPTANCE AND ITS OKAY FOR THEM TO BE THEMSELVES OVER THERE BECAUSE 
THERE ARE SO MANY MORE OF  THEM 4HAT PART  SURPRISED ME MORE THAN ANY
THING ELSE "ECAUSE LIKE THEY CAN WALK AROUND YOU KNOW WITH THEIR  TOPEES 
;SKULLCAPS= ON AND NOT BE  LOOKED AT DIFFERENTLY AND HERE YOU CANT 4HAT 
) WAS MAD ABOUT +IT	
+IT AND +AT EXPRESSED A PSYCHOLOGIZED UNDERSTANDING OF EXTREMISM 
CONSISTENT WITH THE WAY IN WHICH TEEN VIOLENCE IS REPORTED IN !MERICAN NEWS 
-C-ANUS AND $ORFMAN 	 4O COMMIT AN ACT OF VIOLENCE IS SEEN AS 
@ANARCHISTIC RATHER THAN POLITICAL 7HILE THERE ARE CERTAINLY PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ELEMENTS THAT CANNOT BE DISCOUNTED IN THE EXTREME BEHAVIOUR OF THE ,ONDON 
BOMBERS +IT AND +AT DO NOT LOCATE THIS VIOLENCE WITHIN A LARGER JIHADI POL
ITICAL DISCOURSE 4HEIR FAMILIARITY WITH "RITISH )SLAMIST MOVEMENTS SUCH AS 
!L-UHAJIROUN WAS LIMITED TO WHAT THEY SAW ON 46 WHILE IN ,ONDON
) THINK ) DID SEE SOMETHING ABOUT THAT IN %NGLAND 9EAH THERE WERE A BUNCH 
OF KIDS STANDING OUT ON THE STREET A BUNCH OF GUYS WEARING TOPEES 4HEY WERE 
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YELLING PASSING OUT FLYERS n THEY WERE REALLY LIKE PASSIONATE 4HEY WERE SO INTO 
WHAT THEY WERE SAYING ) DONT THINK ) COULD HEAR WHAT THEY WERE SAYING CAUSE 
THE NEWS REPORTER WAS TALKING OVER THEM ) REMEMBER SEEING THAT THINKING 
@/H ) WONDER WHAT THAT IS BUT ) DONT REMEMBER PAYING ATTENTION TO IT
4HEY  CAN EMPATHIZE WITH  THE  CAUSE  OF  @DOING  SOMETHING  FOR  THE 
UMMA BUT THEY THOUGHT THAT IT IS WRONG TO @MAKE YOUR STATEMENT THROUGH 
VIOLENCE
)T CAN BE ARGUED THAT POLITICAL )SLAMISTS ARE TO +IT AND +AT WHAT PROWAR 
!MERICANS ARE TO THE "RITISH GIRLS A GROUP OF PEOPLE MEDIATED TO THEM 
ONLY THROUGH NEWS IMAGES 4HE ,ONDON GIRLS HARDLY LIVE AMONG @RADICAL 
-USLIMS BUT PROMINENT FIGURES SUCH AS !BU (AMZA AL -ASRI A JAILED 
-USLIM CLERIC	 HAVE A PRESENCE IN THEIR COMMUNITIES 3ARA AND *ASMINE 
BOTH  SPOKE OF  SEEING HIM WALKING AROUND  IN &INSBURY 0ARK WITH HIS 
@GUARDS *ASMINE ALSO SPOKE OF HER BROTHER WHO BEGAN ATTENDING !BU 
(AMZAS LECTURES WITH HIS FRIENDS TO THE DISMAY OF THEIR SECULAR PARENTS 
!LL THREE ARE VERY CRITICAL OF THE VIOLENCE THAT HAS COME TO BE ASSOCIATED 
WITH SUCH MOVEMENTS BUT THEY ALSO RECOGNIZE THE MULTIPLE WAYS IN WHICH 
)SLAM IS USED IN POLITICAL LIFE +ATS -USLIM POLITICS ARE MANIFEST IN HER 
SUPPORT FOR 0ALESTINE AND HER CRITIQUE OF THE WAR IN )RAQ BUT NOT IN HER 
EVERYDAY LIFE !S WITH THE OTHER GIRLS HERS IS A VERY SECULAR RELATIONSHIP WITH 
RELIGION ITS VALUE IS IN SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT COLLECTIVELY AND INDIVIDU 
ALLY BUT THE INVOLVEMENT OF )SLAM IN THE EVERYDAY EG GENDER SEGREGATION 
OR DRESS	 DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH HER UNDERSTANDING OF PUBLIC LIFE
4HE TWO GROUPS MOBILIZED DIFFERENT DISCOURSES TO CRITICIZE THE WAR AND 
THEIR GOVERNMENTS POLICIES ON THE @7AR ON 4ERROR "OTH VIDEO NARRATIVES 
ILLUSTRATE A GENUINE SKEPTICISM TOWARDS THE 53 PRESIDENT AND "RITISH PRIME 
MINISTER 4HIS IS HIGHLIGHTED IN EACH OF THEIR VOICEOVERS
7HILE OTHERS MOURN FOR THEIR LOST LOVED ONES "USH AND "LAIR CELEBRATE THEIR 
VICTORY AND BEGIN THEIR BUSINESS PLANS ,ONDON GROUP	
%VERYONE IS DEALING WITH THE LOSS OF LOVED ONES FROM WAR /UR PRESIDENT SAYS 
THE WAR IS OVER AND OUR MISSION IS ACCOMPLISHED .EW 9ORK GROUP	
"OTH GROUPS EMPHASIZED  THE  SUFFERING CAUSED BY  THE WAR BUT  THE 
IMAGES USED BY THE GIRLS IN ,ONDON FOCUS ON THE SUFFERING OF )RAQIS WHILE 
+IT AND +AT INCLUDE AN IMAGE OF A GRIEVING !MERICAN SOLDIER 4HIS WAS 
ONE OF THE MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE VIDEOS PRODUCED IN THE 53 AND 
THOSE PRODUCED IN THE 5+ ACROSS THE RESEARCH PROJECT .O GROUP EXPRESSED 
A PROWAR POSITION BUT ONLY A FEW "RITISH GROUPS USED IMAGES THAT EX
PRESSED SYMPATHY WITH SOLDIERS -ANY OF THE !MERICAN GROUPS REPRESENTED 
SOLDIERS AS VICTIMS OF THE WAR 4HIS IS CONSISTENT WITH !MERICAN ANTIWAR 
DISCOURSES WHICH  FREQUENTLY DRAW ON  THE  SUFFERING OF !MERICANS  )T 
CAN BE ARGUED THAT THESE PARTICIPANTS ARE DRAWING FROM !MERICAN NEWS 
DISCOURSES RATHER THAN TAKING A PROMILITARY STANCE )N FACT +IT AND +AT 
BOTH EXPRESSED STRONG CRITIQUES OF THEIR PEERS WHO SUPPORTED THE WAR AND 
JOINED THE MILITARY
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3ARAS ASSUMPTION IS THAT BY SEEING SUFFERING )RAQIS PEOPLES RELATION
SHIPS WITH THE ISSUES WILL CHANGE 3HE SCRIPTED THE FINAL LINES OF THE VOICE
OVER STATING THAT THE SITUATION IN )RAQ HAS BECOME SUCH THAT )RAQIS ARE 
LEFT TO FIGHT OR PRAY 4HESE FINAL LINES DIFFER FROM HER ORIGINAL IDEA FOR A 
CONCLUSION AT THE BEGINNING OF THE NEWSMAKING PROCESS SHE HAD SAID 
THAT SHE WANTED TO END WITH THE )RAQI GOVERNMENT (OWEVER EACH GROUP 
CAN ONLY CHOOSE ONE ENDING 4HE PROCESS OF PUTTING THE VIDEO TOGETHER 
ALLOWED THE PARTICIPANTS TO EXPLORE THE ISSUES 4HEIR DISCUSSIONS DURING 
PRODUCTION REVEALED THEIR PRIOR KNOWLEDGE AND POLITICAL POSITIONS AS WELL 
AS THEIR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CONFLICTS 4HE FINAL VOICEOVER HAS STRUCTURAL 
LIMITATIONS AS A WRITTEN NARRATIVE AND ONLY APPEARS TO PRESENT A COHERENT 
POSITION /FTEN THE PARTICIPANTS AGREED TO RESORT TO WHAT  @SOUNDS GOOD 
RATHER THAN WHAT REFLECTED THEIR COMPLEX POLITICAL POSITIONS .EVERTHELESS 
THE FACT THAT 3ARA (ANAN AND *ASMINES PIECE ENDED AS IT DID IS SIGNIFICANT 
4HROUGH VISUAL LANGUAGE EVOKING THE )RAQIS SUFFERING IT SEEKS TO PROVOKE 
AN ETHICAL RESPONSE TO THE WAR AS IMPLIED BY THE FINAL PRAYER IMAGE
+IT AND +AT WOULD AGREE THAT IT IS HOPELESS TO RESPOND WITH VIOLENCE 
BUT THEY ALSO SUGGEST MANY OTHER WAYS THROUGH WHICH AN INDIVIDUAL CAN 
@MAKE CHANGES OR PARTICIPATE IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS +IT COMMENTING 
ON HER EXPERIENCE OF UNIVERSITY SAID
) THINK EVERYONE ;THERE= IS POLITICAL n BUT THATS BECAUSE WE ARE IN ;7ASHINGTON= 
$# !ROUND ELECTION TIME PROBABLY HALF THE KIDS HAD 4SHIRTS ON WITH WHO 
THEY SUPPORTED )N THE DORMS THEY HAD ELECTION PARTIES )N COLLEGE ITS @COOL 
TO BE INFORMED )N HIGH SCHOOL IF ) SAID DO YOU WANT TO COME OVER AND WATCH 
THE ELECTIONS THEYD SAY @9OURE A LOSER GET OUT OF HERE
+IT AND +ATS APPEAL FOR CHANGE DRAWS ON THE LESSONS OF !MERICAN HIS
TORY RATHER THAN AN EXCLUSIVELY EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TO MEDIATED SUFFERING 
4HEY RECOGNIZE THAT  @RADICAL GROUPS POSE PROBLEMS BUT SHOULD NOT BE 
BANNED RATHER SUCH GROUPS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO OPERATE NOT BECAUSE OF THE 
IMPORTANCE OF THEIR MESSAGE BUT OUT OF A COMMITMENT TO FREEDOM OF EX 
PRESSION AND TO ENSURE THAT HISTORY WILL NOT REPEAT ITSELF 7HEN THEY WERE 
ASKED ABOUT PROPOSALS TO BAN CERTAIN GROUPS +IT REPLIED
) THINK THATS THE FIRST STEP TO SUPPRESSING PEOPLE 9OU KNOW THERE WERE THE 
*APANESE  INTERNMENT CAMPS )  FEEL  THATS  THE FIRST  STEP TO SOMETHING CRAZY 
LIKE THAT ) FEEL WHEN THE GOVERNMENT TAKES AWAY RIGHTS ITS THE FIRST STEP TO 
BANNING AN ORGANIZATION 4HEN ALL OF A SUDDEN -USLIMS CANT GO TO PRAY ANY
MORE AND YOU CANT WALK DOWN THE STREET IN A HIJAAB ANYMORE 4HAT REALLY 
WORRIES ME
)SLAMIC SYMBOLISM
!LTHOUGH ALL THE GIRLS HAD DIFFERENT POLITICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH )SLAM BOTH 
GROUPS USED RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS IN THEIR VIDEO PIECES DESPITE THE FACT THAT 
THIS WAS A NEWS CLIP ABOUT THE WAR /VERALL ABOUT ONETHIRD OF THE PAR 
TICIPANTS INCORPORATED RELIGIOUS SYMBOLISM INTO THEIR VIDEOS +IT AND +ATS 
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VIDEO OPENS WITH THE VOICEOVER SUGGESTING THAT THE WAR IS BEING WAGED 
AGAINST -USLIMS YET WHEN THEY WERE ASKED IF THEY BELIEVED THAT THERE 
WAS A @WAR ON )SLAM THEY REPLIED
+IT ) THINK THATS AN UNDERSTANDABLE STATEMENT BECAUSE -USLIMS FEEL VERY 
VICTIMIZED RIGHT NOW BUT ) DONT THINK IT WOULD BE AS ) DONT KNOW x ) DONT 
THINK THATS REALLY THE POINT ) DONT THINK YOU KNOW LIKE THIS ADMINISTRATION 
REALLY CARES SO MUCH ABOUT )SLAM ITS JUST THAT x OKAY WE HAVE OUR OBJECTIVE 
YOU KNOW THAT OBJECTIVE IS LIKE MONETARY AND MILITARY AND YOU KNOW WE 
HAVE THESE SCAPEGOATS "ECAUSE THE SCAPEGOATS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THERE IT JUST 
CHANGES THROUGH THE TIMES
+AT 9EAH ) DONT THINK ITS A WAR AGAINST )SLAM ) THINK THAT )SLAM IS  JUST 
CONVENIENTLY A SCAPEGOAT FOR IT !ND SINCE A LOT OF PEOPLE DONT KNOW AND JUST 
DONT CARE YOU KNOW ,IKE AFTER 3EPTEMBER TH THERE WERE SO MANY PEOPLE 
THAT WANTED TO FIND OUT WHAT )SLAM WAS !ND ALSO AT THE SAME TIME PEOPLE 
WERE JUST LIKE @) DONT CARE 9OU KNOW IT DOESNT REALLY MATTER TO THEM )TS 
EASY TO JUST BLAME SOMEONE A GROUP OF PEOPLE x
+IT ) THINK THE WAR ON )SLAM IS JUST A BYPRODUCT OF YOU KNOW THE WAR
4HIS ACCOUNTS FOR +AT AND +ITS EFFORT TO HUMANIZE -USLIMS TO HELP THEIR 
AUDIENCE TO EMPATHIZE WITH THEIR SUFFERING 3ARA *ASMINE AND (ANAN DID 
NOT USE THE TERM @SCAPEGOAT BUT THEY IMPLIED THAT THE WAR WAS DRIVEN BY 
REVENGE FOR  AND WAS ATTACKING THE PEOPLE OF )RAQ AND !FGHANISTAN 
UNFAIRLY 4HEY DID NOT PRESUME THE SAME INSENSITIVITY ON THE PART OF THEIR 
IMAGINED AUDIENCE THEIR AUDIENCE WAS SIMPLY NOT EXPOSED TO THE SUFF
ERING "OTH GROUPS STATED THAT OIL WAS THE UNOFFICIAL REASON FOR THE WAR AND 
THE CONSEQUENCE OR @BYPRODUCT WAS THAT IT MAINLY AFFECTED -USLIM PEOPLE 
"OTH GROUPS USED THE TERMS  @)RAQIS AND  @-USLIMS  IN  THEIR PIECES AND 
RECOGNIZED THAT THE WARS EFFECTS ARE NOT LIMITED TO NATIONS BUT ARE TRANS
NATIONAL 3ARA *ASMINE AND (ANAN ILLUSTRATE THIS BY CONCLUDING WITH TWO 
OPTIONS VIOLENCE OR PRAYER
#ONCLUSION
!LL THE FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN .EW 9ORK AND ,ONDON SHARE MUCH OF THE SAME 
MEDIA WITH THE REST OF "RITAIN AND THE 53 4HE STRUCTURE OF THE NEWS
MAKING TASK INVITES PARTICIPANTS TO REPRODUCE THE NEWS AS THEY KNOW IT 
AND TO RECONFIGURE THE DOMINANT NARRATIVES TO REFLECT THEIR PERCEPTIONS 
OF THE CONFLICT )N .ORTH ,ONDON 3ARAH *ASMINE AND (ANAN SAW THEM
SELVES AS HAVING GREATER COMPASSION FOR THE )RAQI AND !FGHANI VICTIMS OF 
THE WAR !CROSS THE !TLANTIC +IT AND +AT PRESUMED THAT THE IMAGINED 
MAJORITY AUDIENCE WAS UNSYMPATHETIC TO ALL -USLIMS BOTH IN !MERICA 
AND ABROAD 4HEY USED THEIR VIDEO TO REMIND THEIR AUDIENCE THAT -USLIMS 
ARE LIKE #HRISTIANS 4HEIR QUESTION n @(OW WOULD YOU FEEL IF A BOMB WENT 
OFF IN YOUR CHURCH n SUGGESTS THAT THEY TOO ARE VICTIMS OF THE CONFLICT 
(OWEVER UNLIKE THE GIRLS IN ,ONDON THEY DID NOT PRESENT THE SUFFERING 
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AS ASYMMETRICAL 4HE STATEMENT THAT @EVERYONE IS DEALING WITH THE LOSS OF 
LOVED ONES FROM WAR IS SET BESIDE AN IMAGE OF AN !MERICAN CASUALTY IN 
ORDER TO UNIVERSALIZE THE SUFFERING RATHER THAN EMPHASIZE -USLIM VICTIMS 
@!S WE SEND AWAY OUR SOLDIERS WE SHOULD SUPPORT  THEM HERE +IT AND 
+AT REPLICATED THE !MERICAN NEWS NARRATIVES THUS THEIR GENERAL CRITIQUE 
OF THE WAR DID NOT RENDER THEM IMMUNE FROM REPRODUCING MAINSTREAM 
DISCOURSES )NDEED  THEIR VOICEOVER  IMPLIES SUPPORT FOR MILITARY ACTION 
ALTHOUGH THEIR DISCUSSIONS DURING PRODUCTION SUGGESTED THAT THEY WERE 
AGAINST IT 4HIS DISCREPANCY IS NOT A SIGN OF THEIR CONFUSION RATHER IT ILLUS
TRATES THEIR MULTIPLE IDENTITIES
4HERE ARE MANY FACTORS WHICH MAY ACCOUNT FOR THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
THESE GROUPS #ERTAINLY BEING A YOUNG -USLIM LIVING AMONG AN ETHNIC 
MAJORITY IN NORTH ,ONDON IS NOT THE SAME AS BEING A YOUNG -USLIM IN 
SUBURBAN .EW 9ORK 4HEY ARE EXPOSED TO VARIED POLITICAL ENVIRONMENTS 
NATIONAL NEWS CULTURES AND -USLIM DISCOURSES 4HE VIDEOS  ILLUSTRATE 
THAT EACH GROUP MADE VARYING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT MAJORITY AUDIENCES 
(OWEVER DESPITE DIFFERENCES BOTH GROUPS CONCEIVED OF THE NEWSMAKING 
PROCESS AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO REVEAL A STORY THAT HAD BEEN HIDDEN FROM THE 
MASSES AND WHICH THEY HAD ACCESS TO BY VIRTUE OF THEIR MEMBERSHIP IN 
THE -USLIM UMMA
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